










Walking into the office of Arthur L. Johnson, attorney at law, 481 N. 
First 
St.,  is like stepping
 100, or, pardon me, 
four  score and
 twenty
 years 
into the past. 
Sitting behind the large desk is a man with a black beard, busy 
eyebrows, sharp blue -grey eyes, sunken cheekbones, string tie, frock 
coat and stove -pipe hat who, when you shake 
his bony hand, looks remark-
ably like Abraham Lincoln. 
Johnson, 78, has been a practicing attorney in San Jose for 53 years. 
He 
began wearing a beard and Lincolnesque clothing four years ago 
when a lady -teller at the Bank of America said that he would look "the 
image of Lincoln" if he grew a beard. 
Since Johnson had been an 
admirer
 of Lincoln all his life -- "He is my 
patron 
Saint," -- he decided to take the young teller's advice. "That 
day changed my life," he said. 
Johnson's office, which he calls his "Lincoln Shrine," is "unlike any 
other 
in America," he declares. And it is not difficult for the visitor to 
believe. 
Busts, statues and images of Lincoln line the shelves,
 desk, and cabinet 
tops. The walls are colorfully papered from floor to ceiling with posters 
of Lincoln, pictures of Lincoln, yellowed clippings from newspapers of 
Johnson posing as Lincoln, copies of the Gettysburg address and other 
American documents, and of course, the American flag. 
Wall on "America the Beautiful" 
One wall, which would rival
 any college student's dorm room, is a 
collage of magazine 
and newspaper pictures he terms "America the 
Beautiful."  Here, pictures of dogs and children and 
wholesome  looking 
families  are pasted next to pictures of a hippy wedding 
and beauty queens. 
However, in the upper left hand corner 
is one picture of a building in 
flames. 
Johnson  put that there "to represent campus 
violence,"  he said, 
and to warn that if campus 
violence  goes unchecked it could consume 
America the beautiful. 
A rubber snake in 
one corner of the office represents "insidious 
dope."  
Johnson explained, "Like
 the snake, dope can creep in and devour 




 pointing to about fifty Christmas cards on the 
wall, Johnson 
continues, "If we can stamp out 
the snake we will have America the 
Beautiful and Christmas
 will be year round." 
Johnson's interest in Lincoln has 
not gone unpublicized. He has been 
on 20 different TV channels,
 and stories have been written about
 him in 
the Sacramento Bee, San Jose Mercury, 
and  San Jose News. 
He made an 8,000
 mile tour of seven states two years
 ago, stopping 
in 
Springfield, Illinois, to see Lincoln's final
 resting place. There he was 
made 
an
 honorary citizen of Springfield and spoke
 at Lincoln's tomb. "I 
scared the wits out of 
a lot of people who 
thought





 back from the 
dead,"  he recalled. 
Johnson's
 latest trip was to Pasadena where he walked 
fourteen  miles, 
and "got three blisters" in the 
Rose Bowl Parade. He marched with the 
color bearers 
for  the Marine Corps at the end of the parade. 
Since Johnson wears his 
Lincoln
 costume at all times, that night in 
a Pasadena 
restaurant
 a woman fainted when she saw him as she 
thought 
he was 
"the ghost of 
Lincoln." Johnson 
chuckled,
 "It took two
 waitresses 
to
 revive her. 
Everywhere he goes, Johnson
 is greeted with cries of "Hi Abe," and 
"Hello Mr. Lincoln." Johnson enjoys most talking with children who swear 










away shiny new 
Lincoln
 pennies to almost
 everyone he 
meets, 
thus initiating them into 
"The Lincoln Aide" club.
 He has given away 
over $683 in this 
way  in the past four 
years,
 stating that the government
 




 who receives a 




 counters, "Get the 
scent?"
 He has initiated the 
captain 
and crew of all 
his flights, the 
girls  on all the 
floats
 in Pasadena, 
children 

























 here from 
Logan. 
Utah
 in 1896 
and  lived 
across  from 









 San Jose 
High  
when  he read 
the six volume
 "Biography
 oo Lincoln" 
by Carl 




and memorized his 
addresses.
 





 the nation had ever known," 
Johnson said. 
Since he also


































 write the 
disability 
feature


















Now Johnson, at 78,
 says his most 
important  work is ahead 
of him 
lie wants to 
form "student 
states"
 on every campus
 in America which 
will be miniature
 state governments 
with studentgovernors
 and legislators 
The purpose 
of
 these states will be to 
fight the use of illegal 
drugs  
and 
violence  on campuses, 
and to train students 
for voting citizenship 
at 18 by 
"practical participation"














By RICK MALASPINA 
Political
 Writer 
That initiative measure concerning 
A.S. Pres. 
Mike Buck's controversial 
budget 
ideas will go before 
the  
students
 in a special vote next 
week.  
By 
voice vote, A.S. Council 
passed  
Wednesday  a proposal
 to hold an 
initiative 
election  on campus 
next 
Wednesday






 controversial budget 




The initiative, stemming from a 
petition signed by more than 1,600 
students, calls for "the continued 
funding of instructionally 
related  pro-
grams currently funded by the Asso-
ciated Students until such time
 as 
alternative funding is found." 
Council
 reactions to the effec-













"If  this 
initiative
 passes," ex-
plained  Burch, 
"then  an initiative
 
election  has to be 
held  and there 
will have to be 
a budget election."
 
But others thought differently.
 
Citing the proposal's 
vague word-
ing,
 graduate Councilman 
Andy 





expressed  doubt that
 the 
ini-
tiative  would seriously affect Buck's 




It's not an all 




urging students to vote in 
next week's initiative, noted that A.S. 
government should be responsive to 
the
 proposal. 
In other action 
council  approved 
the appointment of Bob Dollar as 
upper division representative. 
The spot was 
made
 vacant last 









meeting,  Dollar, a former 
judiciary 
member,  said that he hoped 
for more 
organization  on council. 
"I'd like to see 
a lot  less politics 
and 
a lot more action," he said. 
At the 
outset of Wednesday's ses-
sion, 





 of education 
programs  in 
Bolivia and the 
Dominican  Republic. 
Contending the 
governments  of 
those countries were fascist,
 Council-
man Steve
 Wong introduced the re-
solution asking SJS 
President
 John 
Bunzel  to explain why he signed a 
contract without council approval con-






Daily  why it 


























































trial  "implies that 
Angela  




Mrs. Jordan spoke 
at
 a noon rally 
on Seventh 
Street called by the SJS 
chapter  of the Angela Davis Defense 
Committee to 
gather support for a 
mass 
demonstration  protesting the 
controversial "anti -protest" 
law. 
The new law, section 




sight  and sound 
of  a 
courtroom.  
The demonstration
 is scheduled 
for 10 
a.m. Monday in 
a county 
parking lot, Hedding and San 
Pedro 
streets, 
which  has been declared 
a 
"free speech 
zone"  by county officials. 
Mrs. Jordan 
told those in the 
crowd that they 
should attend the 
Monday  demonstration
 because their 
First Amendment
 rights are being 
threatened. 
"We are the
 ultimate targets of 
Angela's trial," 
she declared. "She 
represents everybody
 who is trying 
to 






Jordan said that 
Superior  
Court Judge
 James Scott's 
interpre-
tation of the "anti
-protest" law re-
stricted 




 across the street 
from  the build-
ing where Miss 
Davis' trial is being 
held.  
In addition,





 sign carrying, and 
the use of physical 
gestures. 
Urging everyone to attend the de -
Under new
 reform  
Noon
 
rally --see editorial, 
related
 story,
 page 3 
monstration, Mrs.
 Jordan said, 
"History is being 
made  right down the 
street from 
you. You can turn back 
the tide of fascism."
 
Mrs. Jordan emphasized that the 
demonstration would
 be peaceful, but 
stated that some 
people may decide 
to 
demonstrate

























Registered Democrats in 
Califor-
nia will have an 
opportunity to 
recommend delegates to 
the Demo-
cratic
 Party national 






According to reforms passed by 
the state party organization in Decem-
ber, each presidential candidate 
planning to run in the California 




caucuses  will be held in 
the 43 reapportioned Congressional 
districts. 
All will be held at 10 a.m. 
tomorrow. As 
nine candidates have 
expressed interest
 in running, this 
means that all 43 Congressional dis-
tricts will have nine simultaneous 
caucuses tomorrow morning. 
Each caucus will elect a number 
of delegates prescribed by the State 
Central Committee. One 
week later, 
committees  chosen by each candidate 
will meet to make the final delegation. 
The delegation elected at the cau-
cuses for the candidate who
 wins the 
June 6 
primary  will be the one that 
actually goes to Miami July 10. 
According
 to the reforms, caucus 
participants must 
attend  the caucus in 
the Congressional 
District in which 
they are 
registered  to 
vote.  They must 
also sign a 
statement 









































Ayer High School 
Auditorium,










Ave.,  San Jose 





MC GOVERN: San Antonio 
Elementa-
ry SchoJI, 1855 E. San
 Antonio St., San 
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 OF HIS 
DWI IS CUB















The above section, passed
 
in 1971,
 establishes the law 
for 
groups
 to demonstrate for 
or 
against
 a trial while
 it is 
progress. 
The first use of this law 
in Santa Clara County has been 
in connection with the 
Angela  
Davis trial.
 And Superior 
Court Judge James Scott is 
the first person to establish 
restrictions concerning de-
monstrations against a 
trial.
 
For this chse, Judge Scott 
has set a boundary of one -
square 
mile :around the court-
house prohibiting demonstra-
tions, with the exception of 
"peaceful rallies" in the 
municipal narking lot across 
from the courthouse.
 
But Judge Scott has gone 
too far 
in
 defining "peaceful." 
He has prohibited the 'violent 
action' of raised fists, pla-
cards, 
songs  and chants com-
municating solidarity, believ-




 of the 
First Amendment of the 
Con-
stitution must be 
considered 
an attempt to silence opinion 
against the trial. 
Although we concur 
with 
the judge
 that there should 
be no interruption
 of the trial 
by demonstration, he 
seems to 
be 
overdoing  it 
just  a bit 
with a 
one -square mile limit-
ation. 
As long 
as the rule of 
"no where within
 sight nor 
sound 
of the trial" 
is en-
forced,  the extreme measures 
set by the judge
 are unfair. 
But even




 songs of solidarity 
will 
lead to violence is ridiculous. 
The Angela Davis Defense 
Committee is 
not looking for 
violence, 




Deploring  Judge 
Scott's  
definition of a 
"peaceful 
rally", we would 
recommend  
that a new 
set of conditions be 
established. 
First. 
. .that the 
mile 
boundary
 be removed, As 
long 
as a 




with  the 
trial it should be held.
 
Second. . 
.that  a peaceful 
rally 
be




 of solidarity. 
Mere 




conditions  will 
allow free 
speech
 for any 
group 
either  protesting or 
approving
 the trial, without 









than one which condemns 
freedom of thought and speech 












If it is unhip
 to comply







for  our 
pets,  then 
the "in" thing must 
be
 to encourage 
our 
dogs
 to be 
hit by 
cars,  go 
without
 food,








September  I 
have seen 
two dogs



















and  countless 
numbers
 of these








is true that a 
license 
will  not provide 
food,  shelter, or 
the proper care.
 But it will
 
connect
 the neglected 




 to that person who
 
is supposed to care for 
him. The 
unlicensed dog 
can  only be held in 
the pound until called for or, in 
more cases, put to sleep. 
It is also true that there are 




also many idiots who think that 
putting a collar 
on
 a dog's neck is 
restrictive of his freedom. 
These  
persons, in fact, condemn their 
dogs to misery when they have 
strayed.  
The point is simply this:
 if 
you love your 
dog, you must get 
a license for him. If you cannot 
do 
this,  sleep well tonight, knowing 
that probably because of 
you and 
your 
attitudes a once lively, loving 
animal is now starving. 
Stanley




 low State C anew, 
Commun.iy 
S.nc   
I 934
 
The press is 
the best instrument for
 
enlightening
 the mind of 
man, and 
improving  





































































hour  of 
trial.) 









































indicating  the 
incongruity
 of the 
locution,  is to 
dishonor




un amoroso de 
sapienza
 - a loving 












 function. Marcuse 
has  no wisdom to put to use. 
Knowledge
 he has, diluted in gal-
lons
 of extremist opinion. And 
he 
uses the mixture, 
not to sweeten 
the 
world, but to 
destroy it." 
Marcuse,










 of those 
who 
disagree  with 
them. He 
has  tried 
to dress 
up
 the old 
package  with 
a new 
ribbon  by 







If you read his "Critique of Pure 
















"human  being 
in the 
maturity  of 
his  
faculties
 as a human
 being" 
Angela's Anguish 
Iny Wallace Allen 
Angela  Angela
 Angela Angela Angela Angela Angel -a 
Angel -a angel 
screamed in 
agony 





 . .mind -cooling 
mind -cooling to deal,
 her mind cooled 
to deal for 
real. . .to deal for real with 
getting our 
brothers
 out of what you and I 
have  never been 
exposed to. . . 
out of what you and I have
 never 
been exposed to. . . out 
of
 what we have never 
been exposed to. . . 
never  been exposed to. . . 
have never been 
exposed  to 
the 
realism  of bars. . .360
-degrees of bars, 











 insensitive to 
cries of passion 
from  a 
misunderstood -life-style 












insensitive  to the brothers -
kidnapped -an -gone list gettin' 
longer -and longer. . . 
A senile -mad -scientist
 embodied in an 
unknow-
ing you and me, 
unknowing,
 ignorant of our 
brother's plight, 
She saw 







































 by a system
-sponsored
 media. 
channel 7 news. . . 
new york
 times. . . 
laugh In.
 . . 
anytime Spent 
away  from yourself, anytime 
spent 
away from yourself not realizing the 
necessity of 
dealing with your realities, 
is your mental
-political -prison . . 
Your realities 
are/is  a dying system trying to choke 
an 
invigorated
 people. . . 
Wake-up and feel 
she screamed, 
feel your 
brother's  pain, 
See you 
must  see the pain! 
See. . . 
We
 presented this latest Viet Nom peace proposal to the 
Democratic  
presidential 
candidates one week ago
---only to have it 
rejected!'
 




 what is to be repressed. 
Just in case there may
 be a slight 
difficulty in 
deciding  who is and 
who is not so matured, 
Marcuse 
has 
drawn  up his own little list 




thing else, these 
things are to be 
defined by the oppressor.
 Anyone 
who votes against a 
mandatory  
contribution to the







forms of art which do 
not "refuse and 
refute the  estab-
lished
 order," and anti -social 
ism.  
This 
last is one of the 
most  
interesting.
 Anti-sol ical ism con-
sists in 
opposing those social 
welfare measures which Marcuse 
"knows" are "good" for us. 
These include social security, and 
the guaranteed annual income. 
Using Marcuse's criterion, the 
conservative United Republicans 
of 
California  would have to be 
repressed, since they do not look 
with favor upon either 
of these 
measures. In 
fact, Marcuse would 
probably not 
allow  the Republi-
cans to hold their 1972 convention 
on the 9rounds that they are racist, 
militaristic, nationalistic and 
antisocialist. 
Marcuse, like
 God, is willing 
to forgive us our transgressions. 
But also like God, there are certain 
conditions. Come the dawning of 
Utopia, when all our present instit-
utions except the university 
(Marcuse is careful to exclude 
the university least he lose both 
his student worshipers and his 
fat pay check) have been destroyed, 
those who have been racists, etc., 
will be reconditioned. Man is going 
to be made Fully 
Rational. (Even 




going  to be liberated and 




of human freedom," to 
quote the master, Marcuse. Men 
are going to  be allowed, indeed 
encouraged, to indulge 
themselves
 
in endless, limitless, "narcis-
sistic resexualization." Marcuse
 
even has the audacity to suggest 
that this indulgence in 
physical 





 has already 
been 







one of the 
most 
beautiful












































 to express 
their views on any 
subject
 in the letters
 
to the 
editor section of the editorial 
page. Letters may be mailed or brought 
to 
the  Spartan r.,saily office, JC 208, and 









 and activity 
or
 faculty card number 
must be in-
cluded, and




and  non -faculty members 
are asked
 to include address, 
telephone
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the right to 




 to space limitations
 
and  to 
cease 
publication
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Price  Commission yes-
terday 
ordered
 a temporary nationwide 
freeze  on 
rates 
charged  by all privately 
owned
 utilities. 
The freeze does not affect 
public utilities, 
such as municipal water 
operations.  It does 
affect virtually all 
railroads,  airlines, telephone 
and telegraph companies, 
electric and gas 
companies. 
The freeze, 




Jr., may run until
 March 







SACRAMENTOWomen  may be able to re-
gister to vote 
as
 Ms. rather than declaring them-
selves as 
Miss  or Mrs. 
A 





 about the measure 
supported by 
Mary  Samis of 
West
 Sacramento, 
speaking  for the National 
Organization  of Women. 
Ms. 





 they require 
her to state 
whether  she is married 
while  there 
is no such 
requirement
 for male voters.
 
The  bill will take 
effect
 for the 1972 elec-
tions if approved 
quickly  by both houses 
of the 
legislature 
and Gov. Reagan. 
Thousands





 deep snowdrifts, 
rescuers 
failed  yesterday in 











government  radio said 
18 bodies were 
recovered
 from the village




 entire village 
of
 100 persons was 
buried under





 this week. 
Soldiers had 
been digging 
for  two days, 
the  
radio 
said, but they 
reached the 
hamlet  too late 
to
 save any of 
its  inhabitants. 
Blizzards  have 
started






 about the 2,000 
persons 
in 200 villages 
buried  by snow 
between
 





they have been 
buried  a week or 
more. 
Physician 
ordered for Hilliard 
SACRAMENTO-  




 by a 
















 he is 
seriously 
will with a 




Colley,  said 
Hilliard  was 
ad-


























 is serving 




years  for  
assault 

















a raid on 
a ramshackle 





told  police that 
explosives  and 
guns  
might
 be on the 
premises  of the 
building  which 
Al Sultan Nasser
 Shabazz, black 
separatist,  uses 
as
 his offices, 
according  to Lt. 














and  a second
-floor
 bay window 
covered with 
steel sheeting 















The following is a 
schedule of 
Spring  se-
mester bowling leagues 








ties ang guests. Begins 
Monday, 
February  28 at 
4 p.m. 
 SJS Men's Trio: 
Open to students, facul-
ty, staff 
and  guests. Be-
gins Monday, February 
28, 
at
 7 p.m. 
















































 or as 










BY MELVIN JOHNSON 
Political
 Writer 
"In this country we 
do have




 may be 
attacked.  
But 
we have confidence 
that
 with perserver- 
ance, what should 
be 




Arnason in an abrupt 




















Evelle J. Younger could 
be cited for 
contempt 
of court. 




attorney  general be 
reprimanded

























ing a Monday night in-









 her supporters 
would react if a 
special 
on the late 
Judge Harold 






 by sister 














































































































































went according to plans
 
and that "it (the rally) 










































pairs  of pants 






















Sale conducted by 





and dreams and aspira-
tions were shown this 









was  one 




house  shootout  
for 
which  Miss Davis is ac-
cused of 










Miss Davis' request to 
have part of her de-





Mrs. Walker said 
the 
attorney  general's 
comment on Miss 
Davis' interview
 "con-
stituted an attack on the 
defendant." The quote 
"assumes that there is 
some guilt on the 
part  
of Miss Davis.': she 
said.  
In
































































 trials --the 

















of Santa Clara County 
Sheriff James Geary
 on 











 the gag 
rule 
on Geary last 
Mon-
day. 



































































registration  rolls." 
Clifford rebutted by 
saying the use of De-
partment of Motor Ve-
hicles'
 lists would be 
attacked in 
court the 
first time they were 
used. 
"The econmic dis-
crimination in that is 
patent,"
 he said. 
Both sides are ex-






The murder, kidnap 
and conspiracy trial is 




Judge Arnason rules 
on 
five pending motions. 
However,
 it is not ex-
pected that the 
screen-
ing of prospective jur-
ors, the next step in 
the case, will 
begin  be-
fore
 Feb. 22. 
WOULD YOU
 PAY 
$5.00  FOR 

































ADMISSION  $250 
















4TH  GIANT 
STORE  IN THE
 BAY AREA 
SALE 
ENDS FEB. 16 
SAN JOSE 
3955 WINCHESTER  
AT 
















WE'RE LOADED TO THE RAFTERS WITH 
RECORDS AND 
TAPES  BY EVERY ARTIST LIKE DON McLEAN, 
LED  ZEP-
PELIN, EMERSON 
LAKE & PALMER. CAROLE KING, YES. 
NILSSON, BREAD, JERRY GARCIA,
 KINKS, PAPA JOHN 
CREACH, CLOCKWORK ORANGE SOUNDTRACK, DENNIS 
COFFEY, DAVID CASSIDY, PARTRIDGE 
FAMILY,  SONNY 
& CHER, STYLISTICS, ELTON JOHN. CAT STEVENS, PAUL 
SIMON. PETER YARROW. MELANIE. ESTHER PHILIPS, 
GROVER WASHINGTON. BOBBY WOMACK, ROBERTA 
I EVERY LP 
AND TAPE ON 
SALE
FLACK,
 ISAAC HAYES, 
OSIBISA,  ROLLING STONES,
 
PAUL KANTNER
 & GRACE SLICK.
 BILL WITHERS, 
LEO  
KOTTKE,




THE  SEEKERS. DAD-
DY COOL,  
CARLY  SIMON. BEAUTIFUL DAY, KRIS KRIS 
TOFFERSON,  JAMES TAYLOR, CHEECH 
& CHONG, EL 
VIS PRESLEY, TAMMY 
WYNETTE,
 LYNN ANDERSON, AND 




FANTASTIC  PRICES . BUT HURRY 
THEY 
CAN'T LAST LONG 
INCLUDING  
MULTIPLE  











49  299 
 349 
Per  2 






















 AM FM 
STEREO  


















































































Shopping  Ctr 
924-9891
 





























I huddled in one corner of my sleeping bag. 
trying
 to find a trace of the warmth the Sears' 
man had told me was there. The canvas overhead 
bellied inward alarmingly and the ropes creaked 
with the 





 and I 
cursed






he sat up 
and shouted,
 "Jesus 









 Only six 
more  hours 












camping  was 
mentioned  here
 a few weeks
 ago. 
I 
said  that 
bagging
 it in 
the  snow was
 more fun 
than you'd
 think and 
that it 
required




than  summer 
camping. 
When  I 
wrote  that, 
I was 
sitting





















if  you 
have half 





idea  is just 
about what

































 less cold. Un-
less you've















 most bags, 
this  will keep
 you com-
fortable 
down to 30 de-
grees




heat  is 




out  the 
bottom
 of your


























bag  and 






bag  on top 
of it. 
Another  
trick,  if you 
have 
bags  that 
zip together,







tents:  If 




















If you do 
go













Cooking is a 
little trickier.





 fire on 
the  ground, 
fine.
 If the 
snow's
 too deep
 you can 








 says in 
all 



























 this, you 










it worth it? 
You're going





 and wet some








water,  and it 
does







 bag, down 
your 
neck.  But when 
the sun comes
 up after a 
night  
snowfall,
 and you can't
 see a track 






















alignment at NO CHARGE? 
STUDENT





















It is the 
year
 of the 





the  Lion, 

















































Jackson  and 
Taylor,  at 11 




 a martial arts 
exibi-
tion. 
slides  of China, 
folk dancing and 
cultural 
displays  until 7 p.m. The 
Lion
 appears at 1 p.m. 































 be here  today." 































estimates  to 
be
 5000 in Santa
 Clara 
county. 
Lowe, who is 
re 
sponsible 




to see ACA 
"helping". As he 
puts  it, 
"the people






tural Club and Asian 
American Cultural 
Steering Committee at 
SJS
 are showing "The 
East is Red", tomorrow 




8 p.m. in 
Eng.  132. 
The  
film isn't sponsored by 
the AS Council as mis-
takenly printed on flyers 
passed out on campus. 









where  it is 
today. 




































































































 in February 
For the rest of this 
month, a visiting
 lawyer 
will be available one day 
of the week for 
free
 legal 









SJS students full-time 
counseling services, we 
must determine the ac-




spoke  to some 
two dozen students at 
the initial 




Union  Council 












drafting  a 





 in the 
College 
Union at noon. 
"The 
success




set  the stage for 
development 
of











 of such a 
program  
is preventative


















 of legal 
aid ser-
vices  become 
engrained 











































(ROC) begin eight weeks 
after 












drawing 899118 a 
month  in flight school 
(AVROC)
 or $850.68 a 






open to college 
sopho-
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 by any 
stu-
dent by 


















from Jane Hoyt 
because
 
in Miss Hoyt's eyes, 
Mrs. 
Spurgeon











































Spurgeon has? In the 















































































is shown by her 
involvement  in two cam-
pus 
organizations.  Mrs. 
Spurgeon












advisor  to 
Theta Sigma




Spurgeon  still 
does quite 
a bit of free-
lance 




 to the Mercury - 
News. She is 
also a 





journalism careers for 
women 
has led her to 
study this subject. She 
received




 Association for 





It is evident that 
teaching is more than 
just
































































































A Lincoln born on 
any date is still a hol-














 12, 1809. 














































 to a crescendo 


















































born on Feb. 
22. 
However sane it 
might be to celebrate 
a man's birthday on the 
day he was born, Public 
Law 90-363 sets 
Wash-
ington's birthday as 
February's  third Mon-
day applicable to fed-
eral employees and the 
District of Columbia. 
If you still aren't in 
the holiday mood, you 
have two alternatives. 
Tell your friends you 
celebrated  Lincoln's 
birthday last Monday 
with the inhabitants of 
Oregon and Delaware 
and that you simply 
can't  be bothered to-
morrow. 
Or,  disliking this 
ploy, you could, with 
eyes closed and a grand 
gesture,
 stick a pin on 
a wall calendar, remi-
niscent of childhood 
pin - the - tail - on - the - 
donkey









The latter choice is 
not only more fun, but 
may

















Many students may 
remember waiting in 
line 
outside  of the stu-
dent placement center 
while only 
ten persons 
at a time 
were allowed 
inside




was  not a 
fire 
safety rule, 
































Street  in 
Building 
AA. 
The new office is 
twice as large 
and can 
accomodate twice as 
many students. The 
hours have remained 
the same, 9 
a.m.-5p.m.  
for 
consultation  and 
10 
a.m.-12 p.m.
 and 1 p.m. 
-4 p.m. for 
job listings. 


















for  "the people, 
fields and flocks," to - 
morrow at 8 
p.m. at  




Festival is a modern 
celebration
 which gave 
birth to Valentine's Day 
and
 is being re-
instituted as a celebra-
tion
 of love. 
Part of the ceremony 
consists of putting girls' 
names into a box and 
letting the boys draw 
them out. These couples 
are supposedly paired 




benefit  of 
women's 







 to pair parti-
cipants.  
Contributions  
of $2 will be 






















has  the 
time
 and pa-




her.  She 
has  very 
little 















 shy and 
bashful. 




 him, he is 








































































Monitor is all 
about  
To prove this to 
yourself  . 
send us the coupon. 
Well 
send you the 



















Boa 125. Astor Station 
Boston, 
Massachusetts 02123 
high school age tutors 




people who won't laugh 
at a 7-year-old's whis-
pered hope that instead 
of studying math, 
he 
and his tutor might take 
a 
walk past his "girl-
friend's" house. 
They  
want people who will be 
a friend and a listener, 
as well as guide to ac-
ademic 
stability. 
My pupil's mother is 
the only
 parent in the 
home, and she doesn't 







is feeling the 
pull of 
two cultures.
 Even in 
kindergarten she feels 



































































































































































































 pour into 
the center seeking em-
ployment. There is 
good 
news for these stu-
dents according to Dr. 
Edward
 W. Clements, 






openings is steadily in-
creasing."  he stated, 
"Employers are being 
attracted to 





 of specialty 
fields. 
When an 
employer  is 
looking for a marketing 
major, 







per cent of all SJS stu-
dents 
some in contact 
with the center at one 
time or 
another. Most 
of these students have 
found 








well as job consul-
tation after graduation. 








should contact the cen-
ter soon. Jobs are start-
ing to come in now and 
by 
Easter all students 
should have 
an idea as 
to what
 they want to 
do, or their 
chances
 at 
















 center. "For in-
stance, 
students  plan-

















 8500 and a 
pro-
mise of a job just
 to 


















 21, and 
have a place to live." 






in mid May. This would 
be timely for students 
on 
the quarter system, 
but SJS doesn't get out 
until the 
beginning  of 
June. 
Students 
looking  for 
jobs outside of the San 
Jose area should 
con-
tact the center now. 
This will 
give  the stu-





ble jobs more fully. 
February 
11, 1972,
 Page 5 
Staff
 photo by plarlf,. Haqarn, 















grounds  of the
 brown 






 of the much 




cording to a 















seum, claim that 
fright  
caused by intruding 
scientists along with oil 
from the Santa Barbara 
oil 






ers further claim to 
have 
uncovered  other 
colonies  of nesting pel-






















































































 take a 
picnic, or 
just go on 
a 











tee,  she told 
me it was 
the 

























































FEB 29 - 
93.00 
San Jose's Oldest and Largest Art Store 
that the pelicans have 
successfully bred on 
San Nicolas Island has 
been challenged by a 
graduate
 student in zoo-






























Fish and Game. Offi-




long  the 
California  
coast is the 

















Main  added that dur-
ing his July (1971) visit 










and  Ice Cream 
6th and 
Santa  Clara Open 
10am.-9pm.  Daily 
to the 
islands  as part 
of 
an
 SJS research 







identified  as 
being from 
Mexico.  




































buying  books and 
supplies.








































your convenience, we'll 
be







































Union  Art 
Gallery 
















discover  a 


















































































 p.m., for 
a four 
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and  wine 
adorn  
the 










horror  at 










































































































can  be 


























































focuses  on 
man's  perception
 of ob-










also on display in the 





anism. Whereas the 




















































































Gladstein,  as 
the Hand 
of 





































Carlos Carvajal, Jean 




Bach, played by 
John 
Fenstermaker,  
Grace  Cathedral 
organist. 
All seats are $3.50. 
Tickets may 
be pur-
chased at Grace Ca-
thedral Gift Shop, and 
S.F. Dance 
Spectrum,  
3221 -22nd St. or call 
for reservations at 







 a good 
feeling  to see some re-
freshing








night  at 
the 
opening














and  folk were
 the types 
of music 
presented,  and 




one of the 
favorites
 






































 is a genuine 
experience







































Folk  - 
oriented  
"Easy"  was 
the  other 
band sporting




of the Moody 
band sporting
 two folk 
guitars 
and one bass. 
Imitative  of 
the Moody 
Blues and 
Crosby,  Stills 
and 
Nash,  they 
did some 
delightful
 things of 
their  
own 






















































 to Terry 
Gusto.  







 wall will 
have 









 house call 
for  a 
custom
















with plans for 
expansion 
















































































































 of the 
juvenile delinquets" by 
his Russian critics, 
reads from his works 
Sunday in San Francisco 
Lawrence Ferling-





 out crowd of 
2000 is expected at 8 
p.m. in People's Hall 
of Project 
Artaud at 
2800 Mariposa St., cor-





had been scheduled to 
highlight his 
current vi-
sit with a reading at 









 paled. He 
is ap-
pearing  at Mann 
Col -
Saturday night for 
$2,000 instead. 
Project Artaud is 
asking $2 a head for the 
Feb.
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DAILY 12 NOON 
PUSSYCAT
 IL. 294-5544 
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Aquarius, you're anything but traditional. You're often 
a wild
 dreamer, 
and always an independent
 thinker. 
That's why 
you  get along so well with 
Schlitz Malt 
Liquor. 











that's what you respect. 
You have unending 
curiosity  and 














 can be 
lost for 
days  in your 
idealistic 
dreams
 of the future. And when you join the earth -bound, you 
confirm
 
to seek originality and surprise. That includes Schlitz Malt Liquor, 
Taurus the Bull. 
Nobody makes malt liquor 
like
 liddittg. Nobody. 




















































































































































































 to thirds 
12-5
 Saturday to 
play rugby and 
we're match 
the  first side's 
starting to 
think  rugby," 
record  of 3-2-1.
 
declared SJS coach 
Keith Lansley. "We're
 
starting to think 
as a 
team and adapt to situ-
ations. When the play-
ers see a mistake, they 
correct it on the field. 
They don't have to be 





SJS second team "also 









cond and fourth sides at 
3 p.m. on 
the Indians' 
pitch. The feature 
game 
of the afternoon is a 
1:30 meeting 
between 
the Stanford first team 






















































































Don Orndorff and 
the 
SJS cage team draw 
tough assignments again 
tonight  when the running 
Diablos from Los 
Angeles 
State invade 
Civic Auditorium for an 




 riding the crest of 
a two
-game PCAA win 
string, have won their 
last four -out -of -five 
contests and sport a re-
spectable  9-11 ledger. 
The Diablos, on the 
other hand, dropped 
their most recent outing 
(110-81 to UC Santa 
Barbara)
 and trail the 
Spartans in league ac-




will undoubtedly have 
the unenviable task of 








hitting the nets for 23.6 
points a game. Jackson 
however, hasn't ex-
perienced the good 
fortune in league action 
as he has overall, scor-








 his 6-7 frame 
against the likes of Long 
Beach State's 6-11 Nate 
Stephens; UOP's 6-10 
John Gianelli; and Santa 
Barbara's  6-8 Steve 
Rockhold
 and come away 
in fine style. 
Along with Orndorff, 
the
 rest of the 
Spartans  
will receive a 
stiff  test 
of their 





















Rodney Murray, a 
slick 6-1 guard, and 
Mose Adolph his 
equally adept running 
mate, pose a serious 
threat to the Spartans' 













 output of 




pouring  in 16.8 
points a contest, 
includ-
ing a 30 point output 
against







 the scoring 
drops off considerably 
with the 
next player 
averaging  but 8.8 points 
an outing. 
If the 
Spartans  can 
continue 
their  excellent 
defense, 
the 80-67 loss 
to the
 Diablos earlier 




plied a stiff 
defense to 
L.A. 
State  with appro-
priate results. 
"They 
beat  the tar 
out of us; 
it was no con-
test,"
 said Diablo coach 
Bob 
Miller.  "Their 
(UCSB) defense was 
forcing
 us and that's got 
to take some of our 
offense 
away."  Spartans 
take 
note.  
"San Jose will be 
real strong," Miller 
said. "They've got 








Barbara  coach 
Ralph Harkey agreed. 
"We will be playing the 
most improved team in 
the conference
 -- a team 
that is playing well 
enough right now to beat 
any other team in the 
PCAA at home or on 
the 
road."  
The Gauchos bring 
an impressive 14-5 
overall record into town 
Saturday night to test 
the Spartans' talents at 
Spartan Gym. 
Although UCSB is 
only 4-3 in PCAA play, 
they topped SJS 73-67 
in overtime the last time
 
the two teams met. 
Santa Barbara is 
paced by two-time all-
PCAA
 forward John 
Tschogl , currently 
leading the Gauchos with 
an 18 point average in 
league play. 
The Spartans con 
Sports  Roundup 
The Novice and Brown Belt College In-
vitational tournament for Bay area schools 
will be hosted by the SJS judokas at 6 




SJS  judo team is currently undefeated 
in dual meet 
competition  with victories over 
Hayward State and California. 
The SJS wrestlers will face Pacific Coast 
Athletic Association rival Fresno State tonight
 




Junior grappler Steve Baca (126V will face 
the Bulldog's Vic Gonzalez, who is 
termed 
by 
his coach, Dick Francsi, as the best wrestler 
on this year's team. SJS junior Tim Kerr (158) 
will tangle with the defending PCAA champion 
Corky Napier, in what are termed the feature 
bouts of the night by Spartan coach Terry Kerr. 
Cal -Poly 




to SJS to meet the Spartan gymnasts at 3:30 
this afternoon in Spartan Gym. 

















 face an 
improved  
Nevada -Reno
 squad and the 
Pomona squad 
is 
a question mark 
as far as what









 140.00 and 
Washington 
State's  116.85 in 
last




















This phrase is com-
monly associated
 with 
Tae Kwon Do, 
normally 
known as a 
form  of 
Karate. But according 
to Master Dan Choi, the 
art of Tae Kwon Do is 
a 






Tae  Kwon Do 
will be presented by the 
SJS 
Tae  Kwon Do Ka-
rate Club on Monday
 
Feb. 14, from 
12
 to 1 
p.m. in the CU's Loma 
Prieta Room. 
Taking part in the 





 Byung Yu and 
the 1966 Asian co -
champ, Joung Lee. 
Choi, who is the holder 
of the sixth level of the 
Black 
Belt
 which earns 
him the title of Master 
in Tae Kwon Do was the 
other co -champ is 1966. 
Tae Kwon Do is a 
form of Karate because  
it involves more than 
breaking board and 
bricks with the hand, 
elbow
 or foot. Tae Kwon 





















 of the 
Black 















 simple fact 
it can be 

















get a class 
accre-
dited 
like  they do at 
Hayward






who  is the 











ing  Tae 
Kwon





































































































Faculty & Staff 
 LOWEST 








*Student Stand- by 
Cards/ 
Tickets 








Mon-Frl.  N tot
 30 
to 























































































































































26 8 00 PM 
SANTA  CLARA FAIRGROUNDS 
TICKETS $4 00
 ADVANCE S4 50 DAY OF SHOW AT SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE - 
TOWN & COUNTRY VIILAGe 
DISCOUNT RECORDS -SAN JOSI PENINSULA  
BOX OFFICE -MENLO PARK FOR INFORMATION  

























































tinue to be paced by 
five
 
players in double 
figures. 
Don Strong, who just 
added  Santa Clara 
Valley college player of 
the week honors to his 
already won Northern 
California co -player of 
the week laurels, leads 
Spartan scoring with an 





 league with a 
16.2 average with Strong 
hitting 






off a severe 
ankle sprain, still 
holds  




are  hitting 
at 




a game, respectively. 
Hustling


























* * * 
The SJS freshmen 
contigent will be out to 
snap a seven
-game  los-
ing streak when they 
host the UC 
Davis frosh 
tonight at 6 o'clock 
in 
the varsity preliminary. 
Getting 
good per-
formances lately from 
Ray 
Hill,  Rick Nering 
and Russ Palmer, the 





man's  frosh move back 
to Spartan Gym to-
morrow night to meet 
the Sacramento State 
frosh. Game time is 
again













WOULD YOU PAY 
$5.00  FOR 
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backs  in 





























































proposal  on 
behalf  of 








a reaffirmation of the 
prior support of the EOP 
program. 
Copies of the sys-













campuses, said Baca. 
Hopefully, a unified ef-
fort 
will be made to bring 
the issue to the gover-
nor, trustees, and leg-




 slash the 
budget any more," said 
Baca, "there will be a 
total elimination of the 
program." Response to 













council of SJS 
has. in the 
long run supported 
EOP," Baca said. 
This 
proposal is the 
first of a 
number  of 
student -introduced mo-
tions this semester 
which Baca believes will 
















































centration of power in 




controls,"  it 
states, 

























 make any 
specific  proposals. The 
statement 
was prepared 



































































































Last year SJS psy-
chology professor Dr. 
Thomas Tutko caused a 
flurry of excitement in 
the sports community 
with the contention that 




at 8 Dr. 


























































the  result of 
eight 


















and is now 
work-
ing 










CON'T  FROM PG. 1 
One student state, at Lynwood 
High  School, 
was set up in June, 1970. Johnson has 
printed  
2,000  official -looking charters
 with his picture 
on them, and sends out 
a "Lincoln Aide Bulletin" 
monthly with news on the progress of his student 
state ideas. 
He 
says  he is $9,000 in debt and 
feels like a 
general  without an army. 
But Johnson is optimistic and hopes to 
have 
100 student
 states by July 4, 1972. 
Then  he 
envisions a trip to the Lincoln Memorial for
 
the students and 
election  of their own president. 
He attempts
 to get publicity by appearing in 
parades and on TV shows, and 
hopes to appear 
on the Mery Griffin Show on a special Lincoln 
Day program tomorrow. 
Johnson is still handling cases and has two 
sons who are also attorneys in San Jose. They 
are  both graduates of SJS. 
When asked his opinion of his father's act-
ivities, Gordon Johnson 
commented,  "He's doing 
his own thing. He has good intentions and his 
own political beliefs." 
Kathy Barnato, who is a 
sophomore  Spanish 
major and part time secretary for the firm of 
Banford and Johnson stated, "He's interesting 
and  from all I've heard he is a wonderful lawyer." 
"He's like John and Yoko going to bed trying 
to get attention to their cause. But he's having  
a great time doing it," she added. 
The Spirit of Lincoln is not dead, but is alive, 
well, and practicing




























































































suggest a less 
authori-
tarian attitude to the 
job of 
coaching.  
The free lecture, 
which is sponsored by 
the Humanist
 Com-
munity  of San Jose,
 is 
open 








closed  classes 






















are  getting 













sects  and 
Human  Wel-
the  Dean 
of
 Under- 













concedes  110, is 
open. 




that the "N" 
card, which 
Social Changes
 is also 
limits a 
students  work 
open.  This 
three  unit 
load 


















 drop date. problems
 in the 
light 
No list
 of open of 
their orgins and 
pos-




 still in need 
A number of 
courses 
of additional classes are
 offered by SCIP still 
advised to 
contact  the have 
openings.
 For a 
prospective depart- list of the classes, con-
ments for a list of open 
tact the SCIP office in 
sections,  












 PI will hold a conference
 from 9 
a.m.
 to 5 p.m. entitled "Technology for Society: 
The Great Misunderstanding." 
Conference will 
be held in the Loma Prieta Room. A luncheon 
will be served in the Umunhum Room 
at
 the 





hold a general 
infor-
mation meeting 
at the Inter 
Cultural  Center, 10th 
& San 
Fernando,  7:30 p.m.






present  a seminar
 on non-
violence
 at 7 p.m.











 EAST IS RED," a revo utionary opera 
portraying the history of 40 
years  of the Chinese 
Communist Revolution, 
will
 be shown at 1 p.m. 
in 'IC 141 and again 
at 8 p.m. in Eng. 132. All 
are welcome to attend. 
FRIDAY FLICKS - 
"W.U.S.A."  starring Paul 
Newman & 
Joanne Woodward 7 & 10 p.m. Morris 










































A MEETING PLACE FOR 
PRIVATE
 PARTIES TO 
BUY AND SELL 
USED VEHICLES. 
L VERY WEEKEND. SATURDAY and SUNDAY, 900 AM to 4 00 PM 
At 
the CAPITOL DRIVE IN - Capitol Expressway & Monterey 
Road 






 All vehicles, every make,
 model, and price range are 




 guarantee you'll see more used 
vehicles  in one afternoon than you 
could
 
cover in a 
month  of  checking want ads. No 
middle
 man involved You deal 
direct
 
with private sellers. 
FAIR . Each car has been 
appraised  for ICS fair market value 
by an impartial, pro-
fessional appraiser 
New 
Service for Used Car 
SELLERS.  - 
We guarantee you 
more "Prospective Buyers"  
in 
one afternoon 
than you'd sae 
in a 
month of newspaper advertising. 
ECONOMICAL  . . Small $8.00 fee per car covers 
the entire cost until the vehicle is 
sold. Less than the cost 
of a one week newspaper ad in most cases. Eliminate
 the mid-
dleman's commission 
...  you deal direct with private buyers. The 
admission fee will 
entitle each 
seller to a professional market 
appraisal.  However you set the price. 
Some
 
vehicles sell in 20 minutes, others take 
a little longer. We prefer reservations 
on order 
to serve you better, although






















Saturday,  Feb 
12, by SPORTIN' LIFE
-43.00. Any 
car and 
Beginners  welcome. Start 
anytime 
between




TACO  Januery Special, 
show 
student body card for 190 TACOS.
 
Cor 17th & E 










Supplements  (Instant Protein) 
Beauty 
Aids IP rote in sad Shampoo etc.) 





 Place offers you a cer-
amic
 course now. Only $35. 
76 E. 
San Fernando 2 



















 to work 
on a 
N. 1st.






















 the Share 
office.  
WILD 




 wool, cotton, 
silk, beads, 
cords, 
dyes,  looms, 









spinning  & 
dyeing.  For 






















 11100Y1 Join a college -
490
   
class
 at Eufrezie 
School 
of Belles. Buie "musts" for the 
beginning dormer. 248-6475








 amateur & pro-
fessional photographers 326-7071 
ST. 
VALENTINE'S  DAY PARTY- Free 
flowers for the  ladies  
All drinks 490 
Featuring the music of Elvis and the 
Beatles - St. James 
Infirmary,  390 
Moffit
 Blvd. Mt. View. 
ELEAMOR'S
 FLOWERS of Los Gatos 








the lowest prices in town. Lovely 
carnations 
at
 51.00 doz. (no kidding). 
Long stem roses at $3,005 $4.50 doz, 
lie
 a florists box for additional 650 
Daisies 655 bunch, Bachelor Buttons 
954 bunch, ---Daffodils, 
Tulips,  Iris, 
Stock,  Violets etc. etc. etc You name 
it- --we've got it!! 
Whether
 youbuy one 
flower or  
dozen  you will receive the 
same "fuss & 
ribbons".  Every pur-
chase
 is gift wrapped. You never got 
so much for so little money TRY US' 
'YOU'LL LIKE US11 We also have a 




gardens  and dry ar-
rangement flowers. Everything at 
prices you can afford. Our
 
specially 
is our small ' ler the hospital" ar-
rangements at 51 95 di $2.50. They're 
cute and "just enough" We are open 
9 AM to 7 
PM
 daily & Sunday 11/2 day 
Holidays) 720 University Ave. Los 
Gatos 356-6314 or 
356-4839
 let the 




VOLVO P-1800 '62 Good Condition. 
$700 or trade for newer model VW 
Due Call
 475-2694 day or eve. 
'70 YAMAHA
 350 Street. Like
 new. 
Sign
 insurance over 
5603.  Includes 
helmet. 




 surf cute, 
well 
mount.
 '66 Fiat Spyder.
 35 mpg, 
new top, clutch, recitals, ern
-fm  radio, 
Lewis, tools and 
book. Eng perfect. 
$1103/offer. 926-0413. 
67 VW 
9-pass wagon, blue book value 
$1,465, will sell for $1,200 Call 










DAYTONA SOO. Good 
running condition Most
 sell, $850, 
need cash Call Pete 286-9917
 
'82 
Volkswagon  bus $600 
Rebuilt  
engine, 38 H P Wood paneled,
 car-
pels, AM -FM, 
Must  sell. 244-1510 
'69 
VW
 Bug Green, sunroof, 
perfect  
shape. Cell ext. 73408 on campus 
1277-3408








 sleeping bags. 
Western 
Mountaineering. 494 W. San 
Curios 
PARIS 
ANYONE?  One way f I oght tocket.
 
Good till June 
26, 1972. $100. Cell
 
after
 6 pm 
275-9708  
30 X 40" Poster 
made  from any photo 
or slide in 1 day. $6 
Great  gifts & 




 GUITARS FOR 
PERFORMERS AND






















 355 per 




CAMERA, Nikon F.T.N. New 5 vo, 
50 mm. and case. Call 356-5651 
FRAMUS BASS
 GUITAR. Custom de-
signed tapered neck. Phone Mike at 
266-8013 
CAMERAS at 1/3 off. Brand new with 
warranty.  Cannon, Ponies, Nikkormat 
35 mm SLR. Call 326-1903. eves, and 
wk ends 
LARGEST SELECTION of current, 
used paperbacks, records and books. 
1/2 price Quality books and records 
purchased. Toppricespaid- - -cash, or 
trade. Lots of fiction, supplemental,,
 
and classics. RECYCLE BOOK 
286-6275 186 S. 2nd St. 
WATER BEDS San Jose's oldest 
water 
bed store, Yin Yang Water 
Bed Co. invites you to compare
 
quality, price, and service. LIMITED 
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft. dia-
meter, orange and whole. Great for 
ceilings,
 drapes, clothes, etc. Only 
$5 Visit one of our stores at 400 
Park 
Ave.  16 blocks west of SJS) 



















$800 per mo,  to start
 Call 6994629 
aft. 7 p.m. 
YOU WANT US! 
Your Chance
 to Help Other Pople 
Money Is A Bonus !' 
Freedom,




ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
466 South 5th 02 297-3866 





















 hr . Apply in 
person 
SD 
S. 1st. San 





















 part time. 
Amateur every
 Wed 















Must know offset 
paste-up 
Full
 time. Hours 








CORPS  was 
made for 
you but it takes
















0 Room 9 
LIFE
 MAGAZINE
 Needs four 
mature 



































 evenings 6PM - 
9 PM and Saturday  AM. 
Earn  12-$4 on 
salary and bonuses 
Pleasant interest-
ing 
work for mature individuals who can 
talk 
easily
 about books. All work done 
in our nearby San Jose office. Leads 
only. Weekly paycheck Call 29134433 
for interview 'pet. 
































2 90 3 00 
S 
lines  





































































Furnished  Apts & Studios. 
1 & 2 bedrooms 
Rental  Specialists since 1955 
Boralli 




 ROOM IN ROOMING 
HOUSE 
with kitchen
 privileges. 21 S. 11th, 
From $55. 
CII  Max: 293-9844. 
PRIVATE 
ROOM FOR RENT. New, 
burn.,
 
wail 10 well carteting,
 prin. 
both w/shower,
 $61/mo. Also double 
room, horn., priv. bath w/shower $63/ 
me,
 Central heating.
 Call 259-6724. 
MEN 
Furn, rooms w/kit.
 & liv. rm. 
use. Single or share rm.
 Clean & 
redeem..,  
util. incl. 49 S. 14th St., 
294-5694,
 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED -
Spring Semester One bdrm apts. 
comfortable, established, $40 & 1/2 
gas bill, 3 blks
 from campus 292-9749. 
HUGE 3 bdrm House -Willow 
Glen.  
Active couple 25 & 27, one work., 
oth student looking for same. Rent 
$125 
for 2 bdrms, dishwesh, wash/ 
dry., fireplace, off., 
huge kit., bunt, 
gar., yard. color TV,
 stereo, stor. 
space. Pets consid. Marital 
status 
uninwt. Cali Ron or Mary.  286-4201
 





Large 1 or 2 bdrm apts. 
in 'swot cons - 
plea w/pool. 
1/2 block to SJS. w/w 
carpets. Built in kit. from 
$125. 466 
S. 5th PI 
286-0944.  
GIRLS ONLYI New rooms with kitchen 
prin.
 From $60. 99 So. 9th and 276 
S. 10th, Across campus Parking.  
Phone -295-8526 or 295-8514. 
GIRLS: 2 bdrrn, furn. apt 5150. 451 
So. 10th St; 1/2 blk. SJS. 11 am -2 pm. 
bit -in kitchen.
 
or 2 roommates for large 7,000 
sq. ft Victorian House near
 
$2JS, 
whore new movie "Every 
Picture  Tel Is 
A Story" was 
filmed.
 Should be into 




TWO GIRLS WANT to share apt/with/ 
one other. Studious, quiet, /close to 
campus!
 
550 mo. 268-3514 after 3 
pm. 
Refined
 furnished rooms, male. Kit-
chen privileges, no smoking Or drink-
ing. 293-3069 
Female roommate needed quickly to 
share room in apt. $58 mo. Call 
Loryn 299- 39361work)266-54781home) 
ROOM FOR 
2 MEN STUDENTS - 
private home with kitchen privi loges -
146 S. 
14th St -Phone 286-3025 
FREDAY FLICKS "W.U.S.A."Starring
 
Paul Newman & Joanne 
Woodward.
 
7 & 10 p m Morris 
Dailey Aud 
Admission  500 
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE  NEEDED. 
A 
beautiful  house near 
campus
 with Irg. 
rpm and 









apt  on S. litb 
$62.50/mo 
Up 
My.  OT or 
Art maior.










Elec.  kit , 
parking  




MALE - 2 
bdrm apt., 







Ilth St, 610  























 house with 
2 others. 
Own  room. 
815









 VILLA APARTMENTS Neat-
Clean-Cluiet. Studio Apts. -sep. dres-
sing rm. SOMETHING 
SPECIAL'
 
Dbl.  Studio convertible to 2 bdrine 2 
dressing rms. 2 beths, kit,
 and dining 
rm; sccornodates 4 
adults.  Well -
lighted 
reserved  parking; night secur-
ity patrol, close to bus
-line, shipping, 
$2A; $105 and up 
1319 Sunny Court, 
SJ; 297-1200. 
DORM 
CONTRACT  FOR SALE.
 female 
only. $30 00 
discount
 Ca11277 8388 
Room 306 
Hoover  Hall 
$4111/me.













 2 bdrm 
unfurn. laurel. Carpet-
ing,
 drapes, laundry facilities, extra 
storage. 3 nu from campus Inquire
 
293-5995 or 
810  Jeanne Ave Cl 
MALE OR FEMALE wanted
 to share 2 
bdrm duplex $57 50 we 
& share 
utilities.  773 N 2nd 
41 286-9893 - Lee 
FEMALE Roomete 
wanted  to share 2 
bdrm 
apt. with one 












$55 fro Call 
Susan  267-7853 
HUGE studio, 
separate  entry hall 
dressing room, kit & bath $125 fowl 
all 1.111111.05. Clean 222 N 3rd 295' 
6846, 287-6238 
LARGE, FURNISHED APT FOR RENT. 






 St. Call 294-4749
 
For additional information 









large 2 berm 
opt pool, 
sauna,  roc 
room.





RENT.  Girls 
141 S. 14th
 Street. Good 
condition,  
completely  furnished 2864394 
Nest 
female
 roommate - 
23
 plus to 
share all 
features of luxury 
apt., 
own room reasonable
 rent. Cell Lynda 
227-7328  
DORM CONTRACT 
FOR SALE Hoover 
Hall,




ROOMMATE  wantedto share 
house with 2 others 
in Los Gatos. $13 
plus
 uti I. Pets OK 354-2750
 
1 
bedroom  duplex. Party furnished.
 
$125 per





 on Remaining Apts. 
2 & 3 Bdrm, Furnished 
Modern,  Large. 
See Now
 695$. 11th, Phone 275-1974 
A small 
shaggy  dog, these
 ipso, grey -
brown with white 




So.  7t11. 
PERSONALS
 
"LAW SCHOOL -WILL I 
LIKE IT? CAN 
I MAKE IT?"
 A new book by a recent 
law graduate
 for prospective law 
students. 
Send  52.95, Kroos 
Press,
 
Box  37098 Milwaukee, Wis. 
53217 or 




 FOR STUDENTS 
Australia,  Europe. S. America, 
Africa
 
etc. All professions and occupations, 
S700 to 5E000 monthly. Expenses 
paid, overtime, sightseeing. Free 
in-
formation.
 Write, Jobs Ova  , 






 Newman & 
Joanne Woodward.
 
7 & 10 p.m.
 Morris 
Dailey  Aud. 
SERVICES 
ARTISTS' MODEL available for r -
fist.,
 photographers,  students, groups, 
workshops. Rates open. NO porno. 
After 5, weekends, 275-8168. 
WHO'S ON 
THIRD? 





ON IBM Electric, fast and
 
accurate.
 Editing. 259-6523 
TYPING  in my home. 








PARACHUTE  JUMP 
INSTRUCTION  




furnished.  Special 
student rates. 
Stevens














Jose,  286-8917, 
Santa Cruz, 
476.6616  
TYPING -Term papers. one
 block from 
campus  Reasonable rates 
294-7033  
RENT
 A TV OR STEREO $10
 per 
month. free service,






 RATE 59.00 
per month. Call 
377-2935
 
RIDE WANTED Pala 
Alto (Um, Ave.' 












ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS 









DEPT.  B. 
lt.ILVER CITY. CA., 90290 
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA 
Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive 
student camping
 tours through out West 
and East Europe, including Russia 
SOFA
 agent for inter -European student 
charter flights. CONTACT 
ISCA 
11687





0955 Or .11 campus rep, Wye 
CosI  
1415)585.7131
 hours 4-7 pm 
GOING TO EUROPE? 





2 Patterson Dr , Eugene, Or 
97405  
Nothing
 
Sells  
Like
 
A 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Classified
 
Ad
 
9:30 
to
 3:00 
MWF 
11:00
 to 
3:00 
t-TH 
 4110111\ 
